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Material must be stored, installed and used

in environmentally controlled conditions

200 Wall Guard
Installation

IPC.339/REV.1

ACCESSORY ITEMS

200V Vinyl Cover

200A Continuous Aluminum Retainer

201 End Cap

202 Outside Corner

207 Inside Corner

[1] Cut the aluminum retainer to the required length, allowing 11/4" (32mm) for end caps, and 1 9/16" (40mm)
for inside corners, and 3/16" (5mm) for outside corners. Allow 1/16" (1.5mm) between the end caps/corners
and the retainer for adjustments when attaching the vinyl cover.

[2] Drill 1/4" (6mm) holes on the centerline of the aluminum retainer 4" (102mm) from each end and spaced
evenly over the entire length (6 anchors per 12' (3.66m) length). NOTE: If mounting on concrete or brick,
drill 1/4" (6mm) holes, 3/8" (9.5mm) from each end of the retainer for end caps or corners.

[3] Position and level the aluminum retainer on the wall, allowing for end caps and corners, and transfer
the mounting holes to the wall. Drill 1/4" (6mm) holes at each mark and position the ALLIGATOR anchors
into the holes on the wall. Mount the retainer with #10 x 13/4" phillips pan head screw and tighten the
screws to secure the retainer.

[4] Slide the end caps and corners onto the aluminum, leaving a 1/16" (1.5mm) gap for adjustments, and
secure them by using one 11/4" self-tapping screw per end cap or two per corner. NOTE: If mounting on
concrete or brick, use the #10 x 13/4" phillips pan head screws to secure the end caps and corners.

[5] Cut the vinyl cover to the distance between the end caps or corners. NOTE: Trim all factory edges square
before installation. Position the vinyl cover on the aluminum retainer to check the fit. Adjust end caps or
corner on the aluminum retainer to obtain a tight fit. Starting at one end, push the cover on the aluminum
retainer until it snaps into place.
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